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Page references followed by fig indicate an illustrated figure; followed by t indicate a table and
followed by e indicate and exhibit.

Accountability, 107e, 177, 184–185
Achievement (finish line): acknowledgment

and “Will I?” question, 100–102;
Checklist for D2 on, 107e; delivering
value from learning at DuPont,
102–103; description of the, 81, 82fig,
100; as essential element of learning
transfer, 178, 185–186, as part of
proficiency coaching, 218

Acknowledgment: Checklist for D2 on, 107e;
as powerful incentive, 219; “Will I?”
question to ask, 100–102

ACTION conversations (Turning Learning
into Action), 217

Activities (training logic map), 68fig
ADDIE model: comparing 6Ds instruction

design to, 25fig, 46; finding an
instructional method more
comprehensive than, 18; focus on “the
course” by, 24; Leaving ADDIE for SAM
(Allen & Sites), 78

‘‘Advance organizers,” 122
AfferoLab, ix, 60
AGES model mnemonic, 128t –130fig
Agile: comparing 6Ds instruction design to,

25fig ; focus on ‘‘the course” by, 24
Agilent Technologies, 79, 171, 276

American Express transfer climate study
(2007), 163, 171

American Society for Training and
Development (ASTD), x, 5, 226

Aperian Global’s GlobeSmart, 205
Application: Checklist for D2 learning transfer

and, 106e –107e; engage the heart for
successful, 134–135; ensure adequate
practice and feedback for successful,
132–134; four conditions to optimize
guided learning for, 139–144fig ;
gauging participants’ perceptions on
program’s utility for, 145e –146;
learning as a means to, 110–112;
learning experience phase of transfer
and, 81, 82fig, 99fig –100; model of key
steps in learning and, 113fig –130fig ;
performance support as increasing the
probability of “early wins” and, 197fig ;
provide know-how for successful,
131–132; providing the “why” for,
137–138; relevant principles of adult
education related to, 136e –137e; as
shift from “Can I?” to “Will I?,” 127. See
also Knowledge; Learners; Learning
and application model; Skills

Apply Synergies, 204
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Ashridge Business School, 238
ASTD (American Society for Training and

Development): on limited reporting of
business impact outcomes, 226; on
percentage of learning through
training, 5

AstraZeneca’s Breakthrough Coaching
program, 175

AstraZeneca, 260
ATD (Association for Talent Development).

See ASTD
Attention: Gagné’s “gain attention” step in

instruction, 114, 115t; learning and
application model on learning role of,
113fig ; learning transfer as requiring
greater, 157–158; as the most
significant bottleneck in the learning
process, 114–119; multi-tasking myth
of, 116–117

‘‘Attention as gatekeeper,” 117

The Back of the Napkin (Roam), 67
Balanced Scorecard, 259
Bank of America, 236, 238
Behavior change: facilitators of, 213; inertia

that resists, 155fig ; as leading indicator
of training success, 259fig ; learning
transfer required for, 153fig ; outputs
versus outcomes for, 252–254;
Prochaska and Diclemente’s stages of
change model for, 95fig ; readiness for,
95–96; sense of making progress as
vital to support, 101fig ; Stages of
Change Model for, 153. See also “Can I
do it the new way?”; Learners; “Will I
make the effort?”

Bias (evaluation), 241
Boeing, 214
Boston Consulting Group (BCG): classifying

business portfolios used by, 69;
growth-share matrix of, 69–71; TP/A
Grid for assessing learning portfolios,
71–72fig

Brain Rules (Medina), 112
Brand promise, 89
Branding: promise of the, 89; “sell the sizzle”

for, 255fig, 272–274
The Brigham and Women’s Hospital, 191
Brinkerhoff’s Success Case Method, 232, 249,

267fig
Building Leader Performance Program,

176

Business: competition is increasingly more
global and intense, 1; pace of change
accelerating in modern, 1;
performance as the primary focus of,
40–42; Self-Test of Business Knowledge
on, 53–54e

Business leaders. See Learning leaders; Line
leaders; Managers

Business metrics data collection, 237t,
264t –265

Business needs: interview guidelines for
discovering, 57e; sample follow-up
memorandum to interview on, 58e

Business needs questions: what are the specific
criteria of success?, 63–64; what
business needs will be met?, 58–60;
what else needs to be in place?,
65fig –67t; what will participants do
better and differently?, 60–61; who or
what could confirm these changes?,
61–63t

Business objectives: the downside of, 52–53;
examples of, 50; how much detail to
include in, 50, 52; learning objectives
are not the same as, 49–53; starting to
plan learning by using, 50

Business outcomes: benefits of defining,
44–47; documenting major categories
of post-learning, 63t; Emerson Electric
“Business Outcomes: (How You Will
Benefit),” 50, 51e; evaluation
confirming the, 255fig –258; examples
of internal learning process metrics
versus, 253t; expected, 250; focus on
whether learning helps performance
improvement, 31fig ; the Golden
Circle’s “Why?” question on, 42–43fig ;
Learning X Transfer = Results formula
for, 152fig –155; logic map on training,
68fig ; logic map showing which ones
should be measured, 250fig ; outputs
versus, 252–254; Six Disciplines
turning learning into, 3fig ; value chain
and expected, 140–141fig. See also D1
(Define Business Outcomes);
Measurements

Business strategy: “decisive point” of, 69;
learning as a, 48

Business tasks: “Can I do it the new way?,”
13fig –14fig, 35, 98; “moment of truth”
when employee decides how to, 13fig ;
path chosen to perform, 13fig ;
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problems remembering the details of a
procedure or, 195–196fig ; value
created through learning transfer
application to, 151; “Will I make the
effort?” to do it the new way,
13fig –14fig, 35, 98, 100–102. See also
Performance

Cameo system, 161
‘‘Can I do it the new way?” question:

application as the shift to “Will I?” from,
127, 144; as continuous improvement
issue, 231–232; D2 (Design the
Complete Experience) guided learning
and, 98; D3 (Deliver for Application)
role of the, 109; engage the heart to
answer the, 134–135; ensure adequate
practice and feedback to answer,
132–134; importance of performance
support in answering, 191; learning
role of the, 13fig –14fig, 35; learning
transfer role of the, 150; provide
know-how in order to answer the,
131–132. See also Behavior change

Career Systems International, 134
Case-in-point: comments by a fellow traveler

on using the Six Disciplines of
Breakthrough Learning, 282–283; on
conditions of satisfaction (COS),
64–65; on connecting the pipes,
238–239; on continued need for
planned training, 5–6; on defining
business outcomes at Emerson, 21–22;
on defining business outcomes at
Marathon Pipe Line, 45–47; on
documenting results, 234; on
elaborative rehearsal role in memory,
123; on integrity, 276–277; on job
shadowing, 216–217; on learning as a
business strategy, 48; on management
maximizing value of marketing
training, 173–174; on McKinley
Solutions keeping learning in the loop,
179–180; on measuring value for
evaluation, 251–252; on modeling the
way at the YMCA, 212–213; on need for
manager support of training, 211; on
Pfizer’s LEAD group documenting
results for resource allocation, 227; on
resetting the finish line, 93; on
revolutionizing results at Securian,
285–286; on start application process

by providing the “why,” 137–138; on
stories in evaluation report, 244; on
transfer climate and culture trumping
training, 164–165; on the UBC
learning experience, 82–83; on when
evaluation reaction scores are
misleading, 235

Cash cows: market growth and market share,
69–70fig ; Training Potential/Actual
Grid, 71, 72fig

Caterpillar University, 247–248
Center for Talent Reporting (CTR), 247
Centocor Inc., 176
Change. See Behavior change
ChangeLever International, 176
The Checklist Manifesto (Gawande), 192–193
Checklists: D1 (Define Business Outcomes),

73e –74e; D2 (Design the Complex
Experience), 105e –107e; D3 (Deliver
for Application), 147e; D4 (Drive
Learning Transfer), 188e; D5 (Deploy
Performance Support), 221e; D6
(Document Results), 278e; as
performance support tool, 192–193,
199, 200t, 202

Chubb Group of Insurance Companies,
177

Cisco Systems, 214
Claiming Your Place at the Fire (Leider), 64
Coaches: expert or peer, 200t; on value of peer

coaches, 214; performance support
used by managerial, 208–211;
providing designated, 216–218. See also
Mentors

Coaching: as essential element of learning
transfer, 178, 185; managerial lack of
confidence in, 175–177; the reason
that managers don’t engage more in,
174–177; 360-degree feedback
included with, 10; Turning Learning
into Action program, 217. See also
Training

Coaching proficiency, 217–218
Cognitive load: performance support and,

196; reduces amount learned, 120fig,
spacing and, 129;

Cognitive Psychology and Its Implications
(Anderson), 112

Coherence Principle of instructional design,
236

Compelling evaluation attribute, 233fig,
242–245, 248t
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Complete experience: Checklist for D2 to
create the, 105e –107e; D2 (Design the
Complex Experience) to design the,
105

Conditions of Satisfaction (COS), 64–65
Contemporancous case-control evaluations,

262
Content: practical application to learn, 121;

reinforcing, 179–180; when adding
more reduces amount learned,
119–120fig ; working memory ability to
remember, 119

Continuous improvement: hitting a target
analogy of, 230–231; Langley’s model
for improvement, 228–229; PDCA
cycle for, 229–230fig, 271fig

Cornell University, 164
Corporate Executive Board, 17
Corporate Leadership Council of the

Executive Board, 2
Corporate learning. See Learning
Cox Media Group, 177
Credibility: bias issues of, 241; evaluation,

233fig, 239–242, 248t; intelligible
issue of, 241–242; reasonableness
factor of, 240–241; reputation and,
242

Crotonville Leadership Center (GE), 266
Customer support, 193–194fig

D1 (Define Business Outcomes): begin with
the end in mind, 43–53; Checklist for
D1, 73e –74e; how to define business
outcomes, 53–55; importance of
getting it right, 47–49fig ; introduction
to the, 19–22; managing the company’s
portfolio, 69–73; mapping the journey,
67–69; Outcomes Planning Wheel,
55–67t; performance focus of business,
40–42; recommendations for applying,
74–75; start with answering “why”
question, 42–43fig. See also Business
outcomes

D2 (Design the Complex Experience):
Checklist for D2, 105e –107e;
description of the, 77–78; factors
influencing outcomes of the learning
process, 80–81fig ; four phases of the
learning process, 81–103; introduction
to, 22–26; recommendations for
applying, 107–108; stapling yourself to
the learner to facilitate, 103–104fig ;

understanding learning as not being an
event but a process, 78–80. See also
Learning experience

D3 (Deliver for Application): bridging gap
between doing and learning, 26fig ;
Checklist for, 147e; description and
function of, 109–110fig ; four
conditions to optimize guided learning
for, 139–144fig ; guided learning, 81,
82fig, 98; introduction to, 26–27;
learning as a means, 110–112; model of
key steps in learning and application,
113fig –130fig ; ongoing performance
support as enhancing, 185;
recommendations for applying,
147–148; relevant principles of adult
education for, 136e –137e; start
application process by providing the
“why,” 137–138; Vroom’s expectancy
model of motivation and, 135–136fig

D4 (Drive Learning Transfer): barriers to,
159–163; “Can I?” and “Will I?”
questions relationship to, 150;
Checklist for, 188e; introduction to,
27–29; managerial role in, 170fig –186;
overview and function of, 149–150fig ;
recommendations for applying,
188–190; transfer climate, 24, 28,
163–170. See also Learning transfer

D5 (Deploy Performance Support): build it
into every learning initiative, 203–205;
characteristics of great performance
support, 201–203; Checklist for, 221e;
defining performance support, 195; as
essential to learning transfer, 178, 185;
how performance support works,
195–197fig ; introduction to, 29–30fig ;
new technologies 206–207; overview
and function of, 191–192; the power of
performance support, 192–194;
recommendations for applying, 222;
role of people in, 208–220fig ; when it is
most valuable, 198–199. See also
Performance support

D6 (Document Results): Checklist for, 278e;
continuous improvement facilitated by,
228–232, 271fig ; description of, 223;
guiding principles for evaluation and,
232–248; including stories as part of,
244–245; integrity as part of, 276–277;
introduction to, 30–32; to make
decisions about asset allocations,
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224–227; recommendations for
applying, 279–280. See also Evaluation

Data: amount of evaluation, 240; kinds of
evaluation, 237t; Kirkpatrick Level 1,
234, 236, 257–258; Kirkpatrick Level 2,
246, 258; measurements to include for
evaluation, 249–254.

Data analysis: choose comparators to
use during, 261–263; planning the,
268; process of the evaluation,
269–270

Data collection: credibility issues related to,
241; decide when to engage in,
258–261; deciding timing of the
evaluation, 258–261; different methods
of, 237t; online survey tools for,
246–247; process of the evaluation,
269; select the techniques used for
evaluation, 263–268

Data collection techniques: for business
metrics, 237t, 264t –265; for estimates,
237t, 264t, 265–266; for examples,
237t, 264t; for expert opinions,
266–267; for incidents, 237t; for
observations, 237t, 264t, 265fig ; for
opinions, 237t, 264t, 266; for work
products, 237t

Decision making: documenting results to aid
in resource allocation, 224–227;
relevant and reliable data required for
informed, 225

Decisive Dozen (Thalheimer), 288
‘‘Decisive point,” 69
Define Business Outcomes. See D1 (Define

Business Outcomes)
Deliberate practice, 156–157
Deliver for Application. See D3 (Deliver for

Application)
Deploy Performance Support. See D5 (Deploy

Performance Support)
Design the Complex Experience.

See D2 (Design the Complex
Experience)

Designated coaches, 216–218
Diagram/photo support tool, 200t
‘‘Do-it-yourself” evaluation approach, 254–255
Document results. See D6 (Document Results)
Dogs: market growth and market share, 70fig ;

Training Potential/Actual Grid, 71,
72fig

Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates
Us (Pink), 101

Drive Learning Transfer. See D4 (Drive
Learning Transfer)

DuPont Company, 102–103
DuPont Marketing Excellence (DMX),

102–103
Dynamic Leadership program (HP), 216

Economist Intelligence Unit study, 40
Educase, 133
Efficiency evaluation attribute, 233fig,

245–247, 248t
Embedded design, 199, 200t
Emerson Electric “Business Outcomes: (How

You Will Benefit),” 50, 51e
Emory University, 91
Employees. See Learners
Encoding and consolidation: “advance

organizers” to aid, 122; definition of,
121; elaborative rehearsal role in, 123;
learning and application model on
learning role of, 113fig ; types of
memory needed for, 121fig –122

End-of-course knowledge test, 254
Engagement Manifesto (Crozier), 81
Engaging the heart, 134–135
Enterprise Organizational Development and

Analytics, 236
Environment learning transfer cluster, 166fig,

167–168
Essential outputs, 250–251
Estimates data collection, 237t, 264t, 265–266
Evaluation: challenges related to, 249–255;

contemporaneous case-control, 262;
credibility attribute of, 233fig, 239–242,
248t; compelling attribute of, 233fig,
242–245; efficiency attribute of, 233fig,
245–247, 248t; four hurdles to
overcome, 233fig ; including stories in
the, 244–245; integrity of the, 276–277;
kinds of evidence and data collection
methods used in, 237t; Kirkpatrick
Level 1 data of, 234, 236; making a
compelling case, 233fig, 242–245, 248t;
movement toward standardization of,
247–248; political element of, 240;
relevance attribute of, 233fig –239,
236–238, 248t; six-step process of,
255fig –277; substance and style for
impact, 245; when reaction scores are
misleading, 235. See also D6 (Document
Results); Learning & development
programs; Training
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Evaluation challenges: insisting on a
“do-it-yourself” approach, 254–255;
outputs versus outcomes, 252–254;
what to measure, 249–252, 257fig –258

Evaluation process: step 1: confirm the
outcomes that matter, 255fig –258; step
2: create a project plan, 255fig,
258–269; step 3: collect and analyze the
data, 255fig, 269–270; step 4: report the
findings to management, 255fig,
270–272; step 5: sell the sizzle, 255fig,
272–274; step 6: implement
improvements, 255fig, 274–276. See also
Process

Evaluation project plan: choose comparators,
261–263; create a project timeline,
268–269; creating the, 255fig, 258–269;
decide when to collect data, 258–261;
plan the analysis, 268; select
data-collection techniques, 263–268

Evidence-Based Teaching (Petty), 112
Evidence-Based Training Methods (Clark), 112
Examples data collection, 237t, 264t
Excellence Through Leadership Program

(Emory University), 91
Expectancy model of motivation, 135–136fig
Expected outcomes, 250
Expert help, 200t
Expert opinion data collection, 266–267
Expert or peer coach, 200t

Face validity, 233
Failure. See Training failure
Far Side cartoon, 119
‘‘Far transfer,” 111
FedEx (Federal Express) 18
Feedback: as application success factor,

132–134; as single most powerful
influence on achievement, 132; for
sustaining learning transfer and
performance support, 178, 185,
219–220fig ; 360-degree, 10, 176, 217

Fidelity Investments, 217
The Field Guide to the 6Ds (Pollock, Jefferson, &

Wick), 2, 34, 35, 52, 201, 284, 285
Finish line: acknowledgment and “Will I?”

question of achievement as, 100–102;
Checklist for D2 on achievement, 107e;
delivering value from learning at
DuPont, 102–103; description of
achievement as the, 81, 82fig, 100; as
essential element of learning transfer,

178, 185–186; performance
improvement as the, 92–94t

The First 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for
New Leaders at All Levels (Watkins),
191

Fitbit, 219
Flipped classroom concept, 133
Flow chart/if-then diagram, 200t
‘‘Flow” concept, 118
Fortune, 156
From the Earth to the Moon (Verne), 152

Gagné’s Nine Steps of Instruction, 114, 115t
GAPS! methodology, 256
General Electric (GE), 214, 266
General Mills, 47, 270
Generalized Learning Transfer Systems

Inventory, 165, 168fig
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

(GAAP), 247
George Washington University, 254
Getting Your Money’s Worth from Training and

Development (Jefferson, Pollock, &
Wick), 210–211

Global Learning and Leadership
Development, 79

GlobeSmart web tool, 205
‘‘Golden Circle,” 42, 43fig
Guided learning: Checklist for D2, 106e; four

conditions to meet for, 139–144fig ;
learning phase of, 81, 82fig, 98

Habit: power of, 12
Harvard Business Review, 103, 164, 225
Harvard Medical School, 179
Help desk/access to experts, 200t
Hewlett-Packard (HP), 186, 207, 215–216
Hitting a target analogy, 230–231
Holcim, 176
Home Depot, 93, 214
Honeywell, 186
‘‘How Great Leaders Inspire Action” TED talk

(Sinek), 42
How the Brain Learns (Sousa), 112
‘‘How-to” video, 200t

If-then diagram/flow chart, 200t
Impactful evaluation, 245
Implementing improvements, 274–276
Imprint Learning Solutions, 273
Improving Learning Transfer in Organizations

(Holton & Baldwin), 168
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Improving performance. See Performance
improvement

Incidents data collection, 237t
Information: encoding and consolidation of,

113fig, 121fig –130fig ; long-term
memory of meaningful and relevant,
125–126fig ; performance support by
providing critical, 199, 200t; providing
know-how, 131–132; retrieval from
memory, 125–127; step-by-step
procedure, 200t.

Ingersoll Rand, 47, 48, 60
Inputs: the brain receives more than it can

process filtering out most, 114fig ;
learning and application model on
learning role of, 113fig

INSEAD, 164
Institute of Learning Practitioners (Australia),

217
Instruction: Coherence Principle for

designing, 236; comparing 6Ds to other
models, 25fig, 26; Gagné’s Nine Steps of
Instruction, 114, 115t; “gain attention”
step in, 114, 115t; on job aids, 203–205.
See also Training

International Society for Performance
Improvement (ISPI), 79

Interviewer bias, 241

Job aids: common kinds of, 199, 200t;
consistent with instruction, 204–205;
ensuring best practices for use of, 205;
introducing during instruction,
203–204fig. See also Performance
support

Job shadowing, 216–217
Journal of Organizational Excellence (Roche), 79

Kaiser Permanente, 213
Kaiser Permanente reminder study (2009), 183
Keurig Green Mountain safety programs,

137–138
Kirkpatrick levels of evaluation model:

building a “chain of evidence” using,
256; Level 1 data, 234, 236, 256; Level 2
data, 246, 257

Kirkpatrick’s New World Model, 249, 256–257
KLA-Tencor, 47
Know-how information, 131–132
Knowledge: end-of-course test on, 254; keep

learning initiative focus on
performance instead of, 131–132;

performance support as increasing the
probability of “early wins” and new,
197fig ; three steps in effectively
applying new, 111fig. See also
Application

Korn Ferry, 185
Kouzes-Posner First Law of Leadership, 242

Langley’s model for improvement, 228–229
Lead Like It Matters…Because It Does

(Hewerton), 165
Leaders. See Learning leaders; Line leaders
‘‘Leadership Development: Perk or Priority?”

(Kesner), 225–226
Leading at Emerson, 21
Learners: engaging the heart of, 134–135;

example of form to facilitate dialogue
between managers and, 210fig ;
expectations of, 85–86fig, 92–95fig ;
feedback to, 132–134; gauging
perceptions of a program’s utility by,
145e –146; as having intrinsic drive to
succeed, 186; how early success
experiences increase motivation of,
30fig ; how they learn, 112–130fig ;
impact on learning by degree of
concern by, 129, 130fig ; learning and
the moment of truth for, 10, 12–13fig ;
preparing the, 84–96fig ; providing
opportunities for practice to, 132–134;
relevant principles of adult education
for application by, 136e –137e; stapling
yourself to the, 103–104fig ; transfer
climate as perceived by, 168; want to
know why they are being taught specific
skills, 138fig ; WIIFM (“What’s in it for
me?”) question asked by, 45, 90, 135,
139, 140–147. See also Application;
Behavior change; Motivation

Learning: business focus on whether
performance improvement is
facilitated by, 31fig ; business outcomes
driven by, 1; as a business strategy, 48;
D3 to help bridge gap between doing
and, 26fig ; degree of concern versus
amount of, 129, 130fig ; employee’s
expectations and impact on, 85–86fig ;
Gagné’s Nine Steps of Instruction, 114,
115t; guided, 81, 82fig, 98, 106e,
139–144fig ; how people go about,
112–130fig ; to increase value, 44; the
majority as taking place outside of
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Learning (continued)
training, 5; mapping the journey to
improved performance from, 67–69; as
a means to application, 110–112;
micro-learning, 130; model of key steps
in application and, 113–130fig ; the
moment of truth in, 10, 12–13fig ; as
not being an event, 78; as not enough
for results without learning transfer,
152fig –157; performance support as
form of, 198–199; process of, 22–26,
78–97; relevance of, 98; scrap, 15t,
29fig, 159–162fig, 181, 187; 70/20/10
model of, 4; special challenges for
corporate, 116–119. See also Motivation;
Six Disciplines of Breakthrough
Learning (6Ds)

Learning & development (L&D): as low
priority by many managers, 2; need to
commit to targets by, 53; performance
improvement as the purpose of, 7fig –8;
United Parcel Service, 133. See also
Training

Learning & development programs:
communicating and positioning,
88–91fig ; competing for resources,
225–227; gauging participant’s
perceptions of the utility of a,
145e –146; guidelines for evaluating,
232–248; implementing improvements
in, 274–276; including learning
communities, 214–216; influence of
what others have to say about, 91–92;
resetting expectations of, 92–94;
signals from managers regarding,
87–88; timeline illustrating the
complete learning experience,
94–95fig. See also Evaluation; Training

Learning and application model: AGES model
mnemonic to use with, 128t –130fig ;
bottleneck 1: attention, 113fig,
114–119; bottleneck 2: working
memory, 113fig, 119–121; bottleneck 3:
encoding and consolidation, 113fig,
121fig –130fig ; illustration of key steps
in the, 113fig ; overview of the, 113

Learning and Organizational Development
(Emory University), 91

Learning Andrago, 132
Learning brand: importance of, 273; promise

of the, 89; “sell the sizzle” to build,
255fig, 272–274

Learning communities, 214–216
Learning expectations: decision to engage in

learning influence of, 85–86fig ; how
they influence learning experience
benefits, 96fig ; resetting, 92–95fig

Learning experience: achievement phase of
the, 81, 82fig, 100–102; communication
and positioning of the, 88–91fig ; as
essential part of the learning-to-
performance process, 79; guided
learning phase of the, 81, 82fig, 98; how
expectations influence benefits of the,
96fig ; influence of prior experience on,
87; manager cues on, 87–88;
participants’ satisfaction with training
depends on their whole, 193;
preparation phase of the, 81, 82fig,
83–97; program timeline illustrating
the complete, 94–95fig ; transfer and
application phase of the, 81, 82fig,
99fig –100; United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners of America
(UBC) approach to, 82–83. See also D2
(Design the Complex Experience)

Learning intentionality, 84
Learning initiatives: building performance

support into every, 203–205;
consistency, efficiency, awareness, and
quality ensured by, 6–7; continued
need for planned, 5–6; intended to
enhance performance, 40; keep the
focus on performance instead of
knowledge, 131–132; logic map
showing what must be measured for
evaluation, 250fig ; the majority of
learning as taking place outside of, 5;
management decisions on which ones
to fund, 225–226fig ; multi-faceted
challenge facing success of, 18–19;
Performance support as performance
support as part of, 29–30; Six
Disciplines of Breakthrough Learning
(6Ds) as the bookends supporting,
236fig ; taking advantage of learning
communities to support, 214–216. See
also Six Disciplines of Breakthrough
Learning (6Ds)

Learning leaders: D1 (Define Business
Outcomes) recommendations for, 74;
D2 (Design the Complex Experience)
recommendations for, 107–108; D3
(Deliver the Application)
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recommendations for, 147–148; D4
(Drive Learning Transfer)
recommendations for, 188–189; D5
(Deploy Performance Support)
recommendations for, 222; D6
(Document Results) recommendations
for, 279; recommendations on using
the 6Ds for, 35, 35–36; 6Ds Application
Scorecard for, 36e –38e.

Learning loops, 179–180
Learning objectives, 49–50
Learning Paths International, 216
Learning plan preparation, 83–84
Learning process: factors influencing

outcomes of the, 80–81fig ; four phases
of the, 81–103; learning as not being
an event but a, 78–80; stapling yourself
to the learner to facilitate, 103–104fig ;
understanding the, 22–26

Learning process phases: 1: preparation
phase, 81, 82fig, 83–97; 2: guided
learning, 81, 82fig, 98; 3: transfer
and application, 81, 82fig, 99fig –100;
4: achievement, 81, 82fig,
100–102

Learning scrap: description of, 15; learning
transfer problems as root causes of,
159–162fig, 181, 187; tangible and
intangible costs of, 15t; training
without transfer as being, 29fig

Learning transfer: barriers to, 159–163;
cause-and-effect diagram for factors
contributing to failed, 162fig ; Checklist
for D2 application and, 106e –107e;
definition of, 150–151; essential
elements required for, 177–186; failure
of training, 16–18; “far,” 111; feedback
for sustaining performance support
and, 178, 185, 219–220fig ; great
learning as not enough for, 152fig –157;
greater attention required for,
157–158; importance of practice to,
156–157; importance of the “transfer
climate” to, 24, 28, 163–170; learning
as only one step in process of, 23–24fig ;
learning experience phase of
application and, 81, 82fig, 99fig –100;
learning scrap is training without, 29fig ;
managerial role in, 170fig –186;
multiple factors that influence,
80–81fig ; as process of applying
learning to performance improvement,

151. See also D4 (Drive Learning
Transfer); Performance improvement

Learning transfer climate: 163–169e
Learning transfer clusters: ability, 166fig ;

environment, 166fig, 167–168;
motivation, 166fig –167

Learning transfer essential elements:
accountability, 177, 184–185; feedback
and coaching, 178, 185; finish line, 178,
185–186; listed, 177–178; performance
support, 185; reminders, 177, 181–183,
184; schedule of events, 177, 178–181

Learning Transfer Inventory, 165, 168fig
Learning transfer problems: failure to take

preemptive action, 161, 162fig ;
inadequate systems to manage,
161–162; learning scrap due to,
159–162fig, 181, 187; no one accepts
responsibility, 159–160fig ; “out-of-sight,
out-of-mind,” 181

Learning X Transfer = Results formula,
152fig –155

Leaving ADDIE for SAM (Allen & Sites), 78
Lever—Transfer of Learning, 177, 217
Line leaders: D1 (Define Business Outcomes)

recommendations for, 74; D2 (Design
the Complex Experience)
recommendations for, 108; D3 (Deliver
for Application) recommendations for,
148; D4 (Drive Learning Transfer)
recommendations for, 189–190; D5
(Deploy Performance Support)
recommendations for, 222; D6
(Document Results) recommendations
for, 279–280; recommendations on
using the 6Ds for, 35–36; 6Ds
Application Scorecard for,
36e –38e.

LLAMA model, 24
Logic models: for creating a value chain,

140–144fig ; description of, 68; example
of high-level generic, 68fig ; mapping
journey from learning to improved
performance using, 67–69; showing
which measurements to take for
evaluation, 250fig

Long-term memory: function of the, 124–125;
meaningful and relevant information
stored in the, 125–126fig ; problems
remembering the details of a
procedure or task, 195–196fig ; retrieval
from the, 125–127. See also Memory
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Make It Stick: The Science of Successful Learning
(Brown, Roediger, & McDaniel),
112, 288

Management: increasing value focus of, 44;
maximizing value of marketing
training, 173–174; range of
engagement in training by, 171–173;
reporting the evaluation findings to,
270–272

Managers: case-in-point on need for training
support by, 211; cues on learning
experience given by, 87–88; example of
form to facilitate dialogue between
participant and, 210fig ; lack of
confidence in training by, 175–177;
learning & development as low priority
of many, 2; learning transfer role of,
170fig –186; modeling the way at the
YMCA, 212–213; performance support
role of, 208–211; the reason they don’t
coach more, 174–177. See also Line
leaders

Manufacturing scrap: description of, 14;
tangible and intangible costs of, 14t –15

Marathon Pipe Line LLC (MPL), 45–47
Mars University, 273
Mastering the Complex Sale (Thull), 54
McDonald’s, 181–182
McKinley Solutions, 10, 179–180
Measurement instruments, 249
Measurements: common mistakes made in

evaluation, 249; “do-it-yourself”
approach to, 254–255; flow chart to
help select evaluation, 257fig ; inputs,
113fig, 114fig ; learning initiative logic
map showing which ones are
important, 250fig ; outputs, 68fig,
250fig –254. See also Business outcomes

Memory: elaborative rehearsal role in, 123;
encoding and consolidation in the,
113fig, 121fig –1130fig ; kinds needed to
respond appropriately to a stimulus,
121fig ; learning and application model
on learning role of, 113fig ; problems
remembering the details of a
procedure or task, 195–196fig ;
reinforcement required to prevent
exponential decay of, 178fig ; retrieval
of information from, 125–127;
working, 119–121, 288–289. See also
Long-term memory

Mentors, 217. See also Coaches

Messages: importance of having a compelling
evaluation, 243; importance in D2,
107–108; priming effect, 85; six
attributes of memorable, 243–245

Micro-learning, 130
Microsoft Project (software), 268
MindGym, 118
Mission: link between training and, 45; value

defined in terms of, 43–44
Moment of truth, 10, 12–13fig
Motivation: how early success experiences

increase learner, 30fig ; learning
transfer cluster on, 166fig –167;
relevance as factor in learning, 98;
Vroom’s Expectancy Model of,
135–136fig, 167; WIIFM (“What’s in it
for me?”) question driving, 45, 90, 135,
139, 146–147. See also Learners

Multi-tasking myth, 116–117

National Registry of Weight Control, 101
‘‘Natural talent” myth, 156
Net Promoter Score (NPS), 266
Neuroleadership Institute, 128
New World Model, 249, 256–257
The New York Times, 116
Newton’s First Law of Motion, 155
Nine Steps of Instruction Annotated for

Corporate Learning, 114, 115t

Observations data collection, 237t, 264t, 265fig
Online survey tools, 246–247
Opinions data collection, 237t, 264t, 266
Organizations: inertia that resists change in,

155fig ; mission and vision of, 43–45;
need for increased learning transfer
focus in, 157–158; transfer climate
created by the culture of, 24, 28,
163–170

‘‘Out-of-sight, out-of-mind” problem, 181
Outcomes. See Business outcomes
Outcomes Planning Wheel: defining business

outcomes using the, 53–55; questions
to ask when using the, 55–64

Outcomes Planning Wheel questions:
evaluation of the outcomes in summary
of the, 256fig ; what are the specific
criteria of success?, 63–64; what
business needs will be met?, 60–61;
what else needs to be in place?,
65fig –67t; what will participants do
better and differently?, 60–61; who or
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what could confirm these changes?,
61–63t

Outputs: essential, 250–251; examples of
outcomes versus, 253t; logic map on
training, 68fig ; logic map showing
which ones should be measured,
250fig ; outcomes versus, 252–254

Paradigm: “learning as event,” 79; problem
solving and role of, 79

Participants. See Learners
PDCA cycle (Plan–Do–Check–Act),

229–230fig, 271fig
Peer or expert coach, 200t
Performance: deliberate practice role in great,

156–157; keep learning initiative focus
on knowledge instead of, 131–132;
learning initiatives intended to
enhance, 40; as primary focus of
business, 40–42; as result of interaction
between individual and environment,
9; as result of worker, work, and
workplace interaction, 41fig ; worker,
work, workplace, and world levels
influencing, 8t –9. See also Business tasks

Performance Consulting (Robinson &
Robinson), 53

Performance improvement: business focus on
whether learning helps, 31fig ; elephant
in the room that training does not
result in, 16–18; flow chart to help
identify appropriate interventions for,
11e –12e; as fundamental logic for
training, 109, 110fig ; inertia that resists,
155fig ; key question in deciding if
training will help with, 9fig –10;
learning transfer as process of applying
learning for, 151; mapping the journey
from learning to, 67–69; as purpose of
training, 7fig –8; as the real finish line
for learning, 93fig ; resetting the finish
line as being, 92–94t; training as
investment expected to pay return in
terms of, 41fig. See also Learning
transfer

Performance support: building it into learning
initiative, 203–205; characteristics of
really great, 201–203; D3 (Deliver for
Application) enhanced by, 185;
description of, 195; designated coaches
as potential, 216–218; as essential
element of learning transfer, 178, 185,

219–220fig ; Fifth Discipline defined as
learning initiative that includes, 29–30;
as form of learning, 198–199; how it
works, 195–197fig ; how new
technologies provide new possibilities
for, 206–207; identifying opportunities
for, 201; increasing the probability of
“early wins,” 197fig ; job shadowing form
of, 216–217; learning communities and
peers as, 214–216; the power of,
192–194; range of and most common
kinds of, 199–200t; role of instructors
and facilitators in, 212–214; role of
managers in, 208–211; when it is most
valuable, 198–199. See also D5 (Deploy
Performance Support); Job aids

Pfizer’s LEAD group, 227
Phillips’s ROI evaluation, 249
Photo/diagram support tool, 200t
Planning Programs for Adult Learners

(Caffarella), 159
Plastipak case study (Field Guide to the 6Ds),

52
Porter’s Value Chain, 140
Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind (Ries &

Trout), 182
Positioning learning experience, 89
Practice: as application success factor,

132–134; deliberate, 156–157; learning
transfer and importance of, 156–157

Pre-accident investigation, 161
Preparation: Checklist for D2, 105e –106e;

communication and positioning of the
learning experience, 88–91; of the
learner, 84–96fig ; of the learning plan,
83–84; prepare the environment,
96–97

Problem-solving paradigms, 79
Process: definition of a, 77; learning as a,

22–26, 78–97; training as a, 77–78fig.
See also Evaluation process

Prochaska and Diclemente’s stages of change
model, 95fig

Product support, 193–194fig
‘‘Proficiency coaching,” 217–218
Programs. See Learning & development

programs
Project plan. See Evaluation project plan

Qstream, 161
Quality functional deployment (QFD),

256
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Question Marks (or Problem Children):
market growth and market share,
70fig –71; Training Potential/Actual
Grid, 70fig –72fig

Questionnaire bias, 241

Reinforcing content, 179–180
Recommendations. See Learning leaders and

Line leaders
Relevance: evaluation, 233fig, 236–237,

239–242, 248t; learning, 98
Reliance Industries, 273
Reminders: facilitating learning transfer by

using, 181–183, 184; as performance
support, 199, 200t

Reporter bias, 241
Reputation, 242
Resetting expectations and the finish line,

92–95fig
Resource allocation: documenting results in

order to manage, 224–227; by Pfizer’s
LEAD group, 227

Resources, logic map on learning, 68fig
Response bias, 241
ResultsEngine, 161, 175, 180
Results intentionality, 84

SAM model: comparing 6Ds instruction design
to, 25fig ; finding an instructional
method more comprehensive than, 18;
focus on “the course” by, 24; Leaving
ADDIE for SAM (Allen & Sites), 78

Script support tool, 200t
Searchable database, 200t
Securian Financial Group, 285–286
Self-Assessment of Transfer Climate, 169e
Self-efficacy, 167
Self-Test of Business Knowledge, 53–54e
‘‘Sell the sizzle,” 255fig, 272–274
70/20/10 model of learning, 4, 5
‘‘Share-of-mind” concept, 181
Sinek’s TED talks: “How Great Leaders Inspire

Action,” 42; “Start with Why,” 180
Six Disciplines of Breakthrough Learning

(6Ds): as the bookends supporting
learning initiatives, 236fig ; comments
from a fellow traveler on using the,
282–283; illustrated diagram of the,
34fig, 284fig ; introduction to the,
2–3fig, 19; relationships between the,
32–33fig ; revolutionizing results at
Securian Financial Group using,

285–286; terminology related to, 3–4;
turning learning into business results,
3fig.

Six Disciplines of Breakthrough Learning list:
1: Define Business Outcomes (D1),
19–22, 34fig ; 2: Design the Complete
Experience (D2), 22–26, 34fig ; 3:
Deliver for Application (D3), 26fig –27,
34fig ; 4: Drive Learning Transfer (D4),
27–29fig, 34fig ; 5: Deploy Performance
Support (D5), 29–30fig, 34fig ; 6:
Document Results (D6), 30–32, 34fig.
See also specific discipline

6Ds Application Scorecard, 36e –38e
Skills: learners want to know why they are

taught specific, 138fig ; performance
support as increasing the probability of
“early wins” and new, 197fig ; three steps
in effectively applying new, 111fig. See
also Application

Smith, Kline, & French, 243
SmithKline Beecham Animal Health, 173
SPIN Selling (Rackham), 235
Stages of Change Model, 153
Standardization of evaluation, 247–248
Stapling yourself to the learner, 103–104fig
Stars: market growth and market share, 69,

70fig, 71; Training Potential/Actual
Grid, 71, 72fig

‘‘Start with Why” TED talk (Sinek), 180
Step-by-step procedure information, 200t
Stories: in proficiency coaching model, 217;

included in evaluations, 244–245;
Success Case Method, 268

Strategic Learning Alignment (Smith), 39
Stress, impact on learning by degree of

concern of, 129, 130fig

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Kuhn), 79
Subject-matter experts (SMEs), 131
Success Case Method, 232, 249, 267fig
Swiss Army Brands, Inc., 92
The Talent Code (Coyle), 157
Talent Is Overrated (Colvin), 156
Tasks. See Business tasks
Teach-backs, 122, 179
Technology: helping people collaborate, 207;

new possibilities for support with new,
206–207

TED talks: “How Great Leaders Inspire
Action” (Sinek), 42; “Start with Why”
(Sinek), 180
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Theory of change, 68
360-degree feedback: Centocor Inc. refresher

session on maximizing value of, 176;
coaches that use, 217; included with
targeted skill-building and coaching, 10

Trainers: ensuring best practices for use of job
aids, 205; as facilitators of behavioral
change on the job, 213; introducing job
aids during instruction, 203–204fig

Training: behavior change as leading indicator
of successful, 259fig ; continuous
improvement of, 228–231, 271fig ;
elephant in the room on performance
improvement failure of, 16–18;
examining the necessity of, 4–8;
implementing improvements, 274–276;
introducing job aids during,
203–204fig ; as investment expected to
pay return in terms of improved
performance, 41fig ; link between
mission and, 45; majority of learning as
taking place outside of, 5; management
maximizing value of marketing,
173–174; managerial lack of
confidence in, 175–177; need for
planned, 5–6; participants’ satisfaction
as depending on their whole learning
experience, 193; performance
improvement as purpose of, 7fig –8; as
a process, 77–78fig ; range of
management engagement in, 171–173;
70/20/10 model of learning through,
4, 5; when to use for learning, 8–10. See
also Coaching; Evaluation; Instruction;
Learning & development (L&D);
Learning & development programs

Training failure: cause-and-effect diagram for
factors contributing to, 162fig ; due to
inadequate systems to facilitate
learning transfer, 161–162; elephant in
the room that most training results in,
16–18; learner discouragement from
early experience in, 29–30fig ; to take
preemptive action, 161; when no one
accepts responsibility for training,
159–160fig

Transfer and application. See Application;
Learning transfer

Transfer climate: American Express study
(2007) on, 163, 171; description and
function of the, 24, 28; impact on
learning by the, 163–170; as perceived

by the employees, 168; self-assessment
of, 169e; as trumping training, 164–165

Transfer of Training (Broad & Newstrom),
171

‘‘Triggering” behavior, 288–289
Turning Learning into Action program,

217

UBS Bank, 91
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and

Joiners of America (UBC), 82–83
United Parcel Service learning &

development, 133, 231
United States Military Academy, 86
U.S. Army Center for Lessons Learned, 254
U.S. Centers for Disease Control, 183
U.S. Coast Guard, 198
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 159

Validity (face), 233
Value: as both subjective and situational,

251fig ; business objectives that include
estimate of projected, 52; defined in
terms of vision and mission, 43–44;
delivered from learning at DuPont,
102–103; learning as means to
increase, 44; managers who don’t see
sufficient coaching, 174–175; what
stakeholders, 251

Value chain: building a, 142–143; linkage
between learning and business goals
illustrated by, 141fig ; logic model for
creating a, 140–144fig ; Porter’s Value
Chain, 140; tree structure of a
completed, 142fig ; “zoomed-in,” 140,
141fig

Vertex Pharmaceuticals, 218
Vision, 43–44
Visual thinking: description of, 67–68;

mapping the journey to improved
performance using, 68–69

Vroom’s Expectancy Model of Motivation,
135–136fig, 167

Waggl “crowdsourcing” tool, 205
Wall Street Journal, 22
Whistle While You Work (Leider), 64
A Whole New Mind (Pink), 245
The “Why?” question, 42–43fig, 135–136, 180
WIIFM (“What’s in it for me?”) question, 45,

90, 135, 139, 146–147
‘‘Will anybody notice?” question, 184
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‘‘Will I make the effort?” question:
achievement phase of learning and
answering the, 100–102; application as
the shift from “Can I?” to, 127, 144; as
continuous improvement issue,
231–232; D3 (Deliver for Application)
role of the, 109; learning transfer role
of the, 150; performance improvement
and the, 13fig –14fig, 35, 98; reminders
and accountability factors in answering
the, 184. See also Behavior change

Wine Spectator, 251
Work: as level of performance, 8t –9;

performance as result of interaction of
work, workers, and, 41fig

Work products data collection, 237t
Workers: as level of performance, 8t –9;

performance as result of interaction of
work, workplace, and, 41fig

Working memory: learning process and the,
119–121; performance support and,
196; triggering the, 288–289

Workplace: as level of performance, 8t –9;
performance as result of interaction of
work, workers, and, 41fig

Worksheet performance support, 200t
World Health Organization, 192
The world level of performance, 8t –9

YMCA, 212–213
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